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Headteacher’s Update
I hope you have been managing to keep cool during some of the hottest days of the
year so far. We have been staying in the shade as much as possible in school and drinking lots of water! Please can you encourage your children to wear a sun hat, drink lots
of water and wear sun cream.
Parent Survey
Thank you so much for all of the parents and carers that completed the parent/carer feedback survey. Overall
the feedback was very positive, but there is always room for improvement. I have attached a summary of the
feedback and some improvement points that I would like to discuss further, to ensure we are able to provide
the very best support for the whole school community.
End of Term Arrangements
As you will know, the Prime Minister announced on Monday that the next stage of lifting
restrictions will now be delayed until 19 July. Despite the restrictions, we will continue to
ensure that the usual induction days, transition activities and where possible, end of term events are not compromised. More info to follow on these.
Class Structure for Next Year
There are some changes to the class structure next year because we are opening a Nursery Class and dropping
an EYFS class. Also, some of the teachers are having a move around. More details are on the last page of the
newsletter …
Attendance
This weeks attendance was 96.1% Well done all!

Ash Class Taha for trying really hard with his Phonics and

Maple
Class

Joshua H for an amazing throw in our day of sport
practice.

Elm Class Eliza for lots of super writing.

Rowan
Class

Sandra for good listening and being kind and
helpful around the classroom

Precision

Cherry
Class

Zeynep for having a lovely week.

Pine Class Sebastian for his outstanding and incredible effort

Willow
Class

Olivia for being a really kind and caring member
of the class during playtimes.

Oak Class Eliza for brilliant angles work this week.

Sycamore Adam for completing excellent division work in
Class
our number bonds!

towards all subjects.

Hazel
Class

Emily for being sensible with her choices this
week and working hard.

Beech
Class

Seraphina. Her work, attitude and effort, even at
the end of the school year, is fantastic and she is a
pleasure to teach.

This week in Ash class we have continued to learn about People who help us. We
have been Police Officers observing and recording incidents. Some of us have also
been finding 3D shapes around school.

Elm class have been learning more about
People who help us this week. Some of us
have been learning about sharing in Maths.

Our story of the week is ‘The Queens Hat’ by
Steve Antony. We talked about the journey
that the Queen's Hat made through London. Please ask us about the story. We used
junk modelling to create our own models of
these landmarks including Tower Bridge, Buckingham Palace and Big Ben. If you could visit
anywhere in London, where would it be?
We have been learning to tell the time in
Maths! We can tell o’clock, half past and quarter past times. We also completed time challenges including how many different things we
can do in a minute! We have continued to
show our lovely manners and positive friendship rules.

Willow Class have been working incredibly hard at
learning to tell the time this week in Maths. We
have been learning about o'clock, half past, quarter past and quarter to times. It's been quite tricky,
but I'm sure we'll get there in time...!
On Tuesday we received a surprise postcard. It was
from Sunny the Meerkat who wanted to know
what he could do in Swindon. We have written
letters back to him and posted them today! Hopefully we get a reply soon!
In DT we have been making our own African stews
using lots of different ingredients. Miss Rew and
Miss Green helped cook all the vegetables after we
had prepared them. Lots of us enjoyed our stews
for dinner, but some of us still aren't very sure
about all the new ingredients we used!

How exciting - a postcard from the Kalahari Desert
was delivered this week!! Sunny the Meerkat is
tired of the hot, dry climate and is thinking of visiting Swindon; can we persuade him to come? Well,
we’ve researched what makes Swindon a great
place to visit and written persuasive replies to him.
Fingers crossed he will visit soon...Talking of what
makes Swindon ‘great’, we have carried on with our
Brunel work and explored how and where the
Great Western Railway was built. To think that
Swindon wasn’t much bigger than a village before
Brunel brought the Railway works here! In Maths,
the class is certainly ‘measuring up’ to success this
week. We’ve been busy measuring mass and capacity and on the ‘scale of things’, we’ve done a great
job! We’ve also thought about what makes a caring
friend and have enjoyed practising for our Day of
Sports. Visiting the school library for the first time
in a long time was a definite highlight though!!

Maple class have had a busy week as usual. We have written best copies of our
Biography's; year 4's have been practicing
and completing the year 4 multiplication
check. In science we have been looking at
solar power and have made our own solar
ovens; we recorded the temperature in
them at various points over 15 minutes we've yet to analyse the results. In History
we looked at William the Conqueror and
the type of king that he was.

This week we have been looking at Viking Longboats. We investigated what they are used for and
made of and we designed our very own one. This
was a lot of fun and we really enjoyed doing it.
We started the week a little bit nervous considering we had our statutory timetable test. All the
children have worked really hard with their timetables this year and I am so proud of each
and every single one of them.

In History this week we have been researching significant people linked to World War II.
We used the information we found out to
create word art portraits.

This week in Rowan class we've been using
apostrophes and expanded noun phrases in
English, identifying and comparing acute,
obtuse and right angles in Maths, and finding
out what different nutrients do for our bodies in Science. We practised fielding in
Rounders, researched the Roman Army in
History and created Roman style mosaics
too.

Hazel Class have been focusing on translating coordinates in Maths this week. Our
English has linked well with our WW2 topic
and we have created some newspaper reports about the Blitz and evacuation. In P.E,
we have been preparing for our day of sport.
In ICT, we created WW2 themed games and
had a try at playing each other's games.

Assemblies this week
This week we have been deepening our understanding of angles in triangles and quadrilaterals. In English, we are now at Camp
Green Lake with Stanley and we have written
about how he got there and how his character has developed. We have been preparing
for our day of sports in PE - weather permitting.
Look at Cayden’s optical illusion art work...We
were all really impressed in class!

Assemblies this week were about being
a refugee and what it means to have
hope.
Well done…
To Hollie & Lillie
who have had
their Lockdown
poems published in a
book!!

IN OTHER NEWS….
Well Done
Fiona has had 10 inches of her lovely long hair cut off to
donate to the Little Princess Trust. She is also raising
money and you can help Fiona via the link below...
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/fionahairdonation.

Our very own ‘SRP Table Cricket’ Team….
Our SRP Children are enjoying a 3 week block of table cricket sessions from Wiltshire
Cricket, funded by the Lords Taverner. It looks so much fun!

Our next Wimbledon Star?
Alice has shown so much potential and promise with her tennis
she is now developing her talents
and could soon be representing
Wiltshire in competitive Tennis….well done!
Class Structure for Next Year
There are some changes to the class structure next year because we are opening a
Nursery Class and dropping an EYFS class. Also, some of the teachers are moving
round for professional development. In KS1 the children will move up as classes and
will not be split. In KS2, most of the children will move up with their current class
and we will be sharing this information with you in the coming weeks. The new class
structure
Nursery class
Mrs Ponsonby
Y3/4 class
Mr Breeze
will be:

EYFS class

Mrs Green

Y4 class

Miss Webster

Y1 class (1)

Mrs Blewett

Y5 class

Y1 class (2)

Miss Gault

Y5/6 class

Mrs O’Brien and
Mrs Batchelor
Miss Watson

Y2 class

Miss Rew

Y6 class

Miss Mundy

Y3 class

Mr Bagley

